Mentoring with Dr Rick Lewis
Fee Schedule
Which model is right for you?

Additional Sessions
If additional sessions are required beyond the model chosen, these will be
considered as single intensive sessions charged at $350 per session (standard rate)
or $200 per session (Christian workers discount) plus travel expenses.

If you are a seasoned leader, feeling on top of
things and just need an occasional conversation
to stay on track, the Bi-monthly model may suit
you. If you are still building your experience, in a
time of change, rapid growth, or currently
facing a challenge, more frequent sessions will
help build momentum for progress.

Single session

Phone and Email Contact
What constitutes ‘reasonable’ phone and email contact is hard to define. It will
depend on the circumstances of the mentoree. The intention is to provide a way for
the mentoree to briefly touch base to address urgent matters and maintain the
momentum of the mentoring relationship. The mentor will be generous with his
time, but such contact is not unlimited.

Bi-Monthly

One intensive session with
prior preparation exercise and
post-session feedback
Standard rate
$350 per session
Christian workers
$200 per session
Plus travel expenses

Six sessions per year and
reasonable phone and email
contact as required
Standard rate
$1920 per year
Christian workers
$1080 per year
Plus travel expenses

Six-weekly

Monthly

Eight sessions per year and
reasonable phone and email
contact as required
Standard rate
$2400 per year
Christian workers
$1360 per year
Plus travel expenses

Type and Duration of Mentoring Sessions
Mentoring sessions may be face to face or via telecommunication (telephone, Skype
or FaceTime). They will extend for around 90 minutes, depending on how the
conversations unfold and the needs of the mentoree at the time.

Twelve sessions per year and
reasonable phone and email
contact as required
Standard rate
$3360 per year
Christian workers
$1920 per year
Plus travel expenses

Travel Costs
Travel contributions will be negotiated on a case-by-case basis. Mentoring
appointments in the Sydney metropolitan region will not involve any travel
contribution. For mentorees outside the Sydney area, efforts will be made to
arrange appointments in clusters so that travel costs can be shared between
multiple mentorees.
Basis of Fees
Through Anamcara Consulting, Rick offers mentoring, training, coaching and
consultancy to a wide range of leaders and organizations. The discount rate for
Christian workers acknowledges the modest financial means of many such leaders
and Rick’s commitment to supporting them. Rick also offers some mentoring on a
pro bono basis for frontline mission workers in isolated, cross-cultural contexts.
Please contact Rick directly if you wish to access this offer.
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